The linear and nonlinear initial ac susceptibilities of thermally relaxing particulate media are derived perturbatively from a master equation. A distribution of activation energies endows the real part of linear susceptibility with a logarithmic dependence on frequency in analogy to magnetic viscosity in dc fields, the proportionality constant is found to be only weakly dependent on temperature via its dependence on thermal stability of the equilibrium state. The temperature and frequency range of this ac viscosity effect are enhanced by ferromagnetic coupling and the predicted behavior is compared with experimental data for Ni x ͑SiO 2 ) 1Ϫx granular films. ͓S0163-1829͑98͒00901-1͔
The theory of thermally activated decay of a metastable state predicts an exponential time dependence while in experiment, as a rule, one detects a decay law far better approximated by the logarithmic function. In magnetic materials this phenomenon is known as the magnetic viscosity effect [1] [2] [3] [4] and since the works of Street and Wolley 1 it is associated with a distribution of barrier heights within the thermally relaxing sample.
A distribution of barrier heights has an equally dramatic influence on the nonequilibrium initial ac response. A master equation analysis predicts ͑see below͒ that the linear ac susceptibility 1 (1) ()ϰ( 2 ϩ4 0 2 ) Ϫ1 , where is the probing field frequency and 0 is the thermal relaxation rate. Rather than this inverse power law, however, a logarithmic dependence on frequency, with proportionality constant S ac , 1 ͑ 1 ͒ ͑ ͒ϰϪS ac ln, ͑1͒
has recently been reported 5 for particulate media. We show here that this phenomenon shares a common origin with the magnetic viscosity effect and analyze the temperature and coupling strength dependence of the ac magnetic viscosity S ac defined by Eq. ͑1͒. The theoretical analysis is then compared with experimental data for Ni x ͑SiO 2 ) 1Ϫx granular films.
We consider first a model noninteracting medium formed by an array of single domain, uniaxial ferromagnetic particles with anisotropy constant K, activation volume V, and energy
The easy axis and the magnetization vector M ជ span, respectively, the angles ␤ and with the applied field H(t)ϭH 0 cost; for ͉M ជ ͉ϭM s we further define the nucleation field H n ϭ2K/M s , the reduced applied field hϭH/H n and the reduced projection of magnetization
into the field direction. At small fields ͉h͉Ӷ1 the particle has two energy minima whose occupation probabilities n 1 and n 3 ϭ1Ϫn 1 satisfy the master equation
where i j are thermally activated transition rates defined as
where T is temperature (k B ϭ1) and the prefactor is estimated 4 
͑5͒
and the two lowest-order susceptibility components are 
͑7͒
(␦ i ( j) ϭ1 if jϭi and zero otherwise͒ in their respective leading orders of h 0 . The temperature independent terms (ϳ␦ i ( j) ) are due to reversible shifts of the energy minima in Eq. ͑2͒ and the remaining terms, due to thermally activated magnetization reversals, contain the coefficients X 2iϩ1 ( j) obtained from perturbative solutions of Eq. ͑3͒:
The nonequilibrium linear ac susceptibility of Eq. ͑6͒ is well known, but Eq. ͑7͒ for the nonlinear ac response appears to be new, complementing the previously published results for susceptibility of free rotators 6, 7 and Ising magnets. 8 For typical media the susceptibilities ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ are to be averaged over a uniform distribution of the deviation angle ␤ and over a distribution of the barrier heights Q. The averages over ␤ follow from the formula cos 2n ϭ1/(2nϩ1) and for definiteness we take here the log-normal 1-5 distribution of Q:
However, rather than considering directly the Q averages of Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ we invoke a geometric argument familiar from studies of magnetic viscosity 4 and address first the derivatives 2 2 )͔ originates from the distribution ͑12͒ and the functions
follow from Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑8͒, with 0 (x)ϭ f 0 e Ϫq 0 x , q 0 ϭQ 0 /T and ⌬ l 2 (x)ϭ(l) 2 ϩ4 0 2 (x). The integrand in Eq. ͑13͒ is a product of the two functions p(x) and g 1 ( j) (x). The function p(x) peaks around x 0 ϭ1, while g 1 (1) (x) is sharply localized around the point
i.e., for 2 0 (x 1 Ј)ϭ, with peak value g 1 (1) (x 1 Ј)ϭ1/4. The logarithmically slow shift of x 1 Ј along the x axis ensures that for sufficiently large the two peaks overlap over a large range of frequencies and in this overlap range the integral in Eq. ͑13͒ maintains its maximum, -independent value, in full analogy to slow magnetization decay in constant applied field. 4 To every temperature T, barrier height Q 0 , and distribution width there corresponds therefore a specific range of frequencies in which the linear ac susceptibility ͗ 1
(1) ()͘ exhibits logarithmic dependence. Moreover, within the overlap range the ac magnetic viscosity S ac does not depend on T since on setting p(x)ϵ1 in Eq. ͑13͒ we obtain It is also possible to define the functions g 3 ( j) (x) corresponding to the averaged nonlinear susceptibilities ( j) ()͘ so that the first two terms in Eq. ͑7͒ may be neglected.
The relation of the activation volume V to the saturation magnetic moment M s is unclear 9 and in writing down the average ͑13͒ we assumed that all particles contribute the same moment. Our analysis, however, holds also in the contrary case of M s ϳM s V where p(x)ϭxexp͓ 2 )͔ with a local maximum at lnx 0 ϭ 2 and p(x 0 )ϭ1. The relation of M s and V is therefore not an essential factor 4 in determining the existence and range of the ac magnetic viscosity effect which, as we show below, depend far more strongly on interparticle interactions.
As an exactly solvable example of an interacting system we consider a particle pair with dipolar coupling 10 and bond angles b ϭ0 and /2 corresponding to ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ and antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ mutual ordering, respectively. The particles are identical, with easy axes parallel to the external field. The evolution of the bound pair is described by a three-level master equation 10 whose perturbative solutions yield
with decay rates 0 ϭ f 0 exp͓Ϫq(h n 2 ϩ)͔ and ␥ 0 ϭ f 0 exp͓Ϫqh n 2 ͔, frequency ⌬ 1 2 ϭ 2 ϩ4 0 2 and critical field 10 h n 2 ϭ(1Ϫ)(1Ϯ3) if b ϭ0 ͑upper sign͒ and /2 ͑lower sign͒. The parameter ϭ8 for FM and Ϫ4 for AFM coupling and the dimensionless dipolar coupling strength between two particles a distance R apart is ϭM s 2 V/2KR 3 .
The integrand of the resultant derivative ‫ץ͗‬ 1
(1) /‫ץ‬ln͘ is again a product of the distribution p(x) and of a sharply peaked function with a maximum at
FM coupling destabilizes the demagnetized state, enhances initial susceptibility and shifts the peak of 1 (1) to higher temperatures. Moreover, in Eq. ͑21͒ there is
so that FM coupling ( b ϭ0) also slows down the shift of x 1 Ј() along the x axis and broadens therefore the overlap range where ͗ 1 (1) ()͘ has the logarithmic dependence given by Eq. ͑1͒. AFM coupling ( b ϭ/2) has the opposite effect.
We conclude this work by comparing the predicted range of ac magnetic viscosity effect with experimental data for Ni x ͑SiO 2 ) 1Ϫx granular films. The experimental procedure may be found in Refs. 5,11, here we present merely the observed linear ac susceptibility as a function of temperature ͑Fig. 2͒ and frequency ͑Fig. 3͒. According to Fig. 2 the peak of 1
(1) shifts to higher temperatures with increasing nominal nickel volume fraction x. This shift may be associated with increasing particle size 11 which, however, should theoretically also decraese the peak height and we find that even for xϭ0.15 the experimental curves cannot be fitted by Eq. ͑6͒ for noninteracting particulate arrays. We therefore conclude that the observed enhancement of 1
(1) is due to FM interactions ͑see also Ref. 12͒ described qualitatively by Eq. ͑19͒. The temperature range in which the measured linear susceptibility satisfies the logarithmic law ͑1͒ increases with the Ni volume fraction x: For xϭ0.15 ͑see Fig. 3 , top͒ only curves measured at 20, 23, and 26 K maintain, approximately, the maximum slope throughout the measured frequency domain, while for xϭ0.50 ͑Fig. 3, below͒ the temperature range of the ac viscosity effect extends from 45 to about 120 K, in full agreement with the qualitative prediction of Eq. ͑21͒. For coupled systems it is not possible to write down an explicit expression for S ac similar to Eq. ͑17͒, there is, however,
if Ͼ0 ͑FM coupling͒, so that the theoretical value of S ac decreases with increasing FM coupling strength in accordance with the experimental plots of Fig. 3 . In summary, we find that the here defined ac magnetic viscosity S ac is a material parameter characterizing the sample composition. Ferromagnetic coupling increases the temperature and frequency range over which the ac viscosity effect may be observed and, at the same time, decreases the value of S ac . Antiferromagnetic coupling has the opposite effect.
